
Recipes



Curry Gravy

• Curry powder
• Adobo
• Salt
• Pepper
• Butter (use four or five of the individual packets)
• Can of black beans

Unwrap the butter and put it in a bowl. Microwave that shit for like 30 seconds, until the butter is 
soft but not completely melted. Open the can of beans (save the lid) and drain all the liquid into 
the bowl of butter. That’s gonna be the thickening agent, since curry outside uses flour and other 
types of stuff. Use a lot of curry powder. You just gotta OD with the curry powder. Add a little 
adobo, pepper and salt. Mix it all together. If it tastes like shit you did it wrong.

“Rasta” Sauce

• Tomato sauce in a can (two or three)
• Parmesan cheese
• Curry powder
• Adobo
• Salt
• Pepper
• Sugar
• Butter (use three or four of the individual packets)
• Can of black beans (use two if you want)
• Onion powder

Take a little bowl or a cup and melt the butter in the microwave for 30 seconds. Take a bigger bowl, 
and open the cans of beans and drain the juice into the bowl. Then once again, you put a whole 
lot of curry powder. You just OD with the curry powder in there. Add in the cans of tomato sauce, 
then fill two or three of the empty cans with water and pour that shit in. Pour in the melted butter. 
Add some adobo, salt, pepper, and onion powder. Add a sprinkle of that sugar. Mix it all together.
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Hot Ass Buffalo Sauce

• Hot sauce
• Butter (use two or three of the individual packets)
• Salt
• Pepper
• Onion powder
• Garlic powder
• Cayenne pepper

Melt the butter in a bowl for 30 seconds. Add the hot sauce in the bowl with the butter. How much 
depends on how spicy you want it to taste. I dab it until I can’t see the butter anymore. Then you 
add the salt, pepper, onion powder, and garlic powder. Now comes the cayenne pepper. If you want 
that shit really hot, you add as much as you can. If you just want a kick, you sprinkle that in. Mix 
it all together.

P’s Ramen Seasoning (without all that sodium shit)

• Garlic powder
• Onion powder
• Salt 
• Pepper

It’s that simple. Throw a lot of garlic powder and onion powder in a cup. Add salt and pepper. 
The more salt you put in, the closer it’s gonna get to tasting real, but don’t OD on it. If you want, 
sprinkle some Adobo or curry powder in, but don’t kill it. Cover the top of a cup with a small plate 
and shake the cup to mix the ingredients. Boom.

P’s Remixed Pasta Sauce

• Tomato sauce in a can (two or three)
• Hot sauce
• Barbecue Sauce
• Sugar

Take a bowl and pour the tomato sauce in a bowl. Fill the empty cans with water and pour that in. 
Sprinkle in sugar, but not a lot. Add one dab of barbecue sauce and a few dabs of hot sauce. That’s 
the trick. Mix it all together.
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Moms’ (And the Dread’s) Mac Salad

• Elbow macaroni
• Mayonnaise
• Tuna
• Olives
• Relish
• Apples
• Salt 
• Pepper

Take a bowl of water and microwave it for like a minute. Add some salt and stir. Then throw the 
macaroni in, and microwave it again for like three or four minutes. Strain the macaroni, and wait 
for it to cool. Peel the apple and take the skin off, remove the seeds. With the top of a can, dice the 
apple into bits. Then slice the olives. Throw them in with the macaroni. Add the tuna, relish, and 
mayo.

Rasta Pasta

• Rasta Sauce
• Pasta (could be elbow macaroni or spaghetti)
• Can of mushrooms
• Can of peas
• Butter (one individual packet)
• Salt

Fill a bowl with water and microwave for like a minute. Add a little salt to the water and stir in. 
Pour in a few cups of pasta into the water. Put it back into the microwave for like three more min-
utes or until it looks boiling. Take out the bowl and drain the macaroni. In a separate bowl of the 
Rasta Sauce, add a can of drained mushrooms and a can of drained peas and mix it in. Microwave 
the sauce for 15-20 minutes. Take it out and pour it over the pasta. You could use this same recipe 
over rice.
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P’s Prison Potstickers

• Elbow macaroni
• Can of mixed vegetables
• Butter
• Hot sauce
• Salt

Heat the water in a bowl for like a minute. Add a little salt and stir. Pour in the elbow macaroni. 
Put it back in the microwave and overcook it. Five minutes? Six minutes? Seven? You want it gooey 
and basically ruined. Take it out and drain the macaroni. Get all the water out. Mush it all together 
so that it looks like shit. In a separate dish take the rinsed and drained can of mixed vegetables 
and mix in a dab of hot sauce and soy sauce. Take the glob of macaroni and make balls the size of 
half the palm of your hand. Press your thumb in the middle to make a tiny bowl. Add some of the 
mixed vegetables into the ball. Close it up and use a fork to flatten the ends like a little dumpling. 
Make as many as you want of those. Then, rub a half of a butter packet on the toaster oven tray. Lay 
the dumplings on the tray and brush some melted butter on the tops of the dumplings. Toast that 
shit for like three minutes. Flip them over, brush some more butter on, and toast for three more 
minutes. Flip them over again and cook for another few minutes. Some inmates liked to make the 
dumpling batter with wet bread, but that looked gross to me. You could also add some canned 
chicken to the mixture, but it takes twice as long to cook. These are fast.

Don’t Be Salty Chicken Ramen

• Ramen noodles
• Canned chicken
• P’s Ramen seasoning

Take the ramen packet, and add water. Open the canned chicken and drain it. Chop it up with 
the top of the can (it comes like tuna, but still make it smaller). Throw the chicken in the water 
with the ramen. Add P’s ramen seasoning and a SMALL amount of the season packet that comes 
with the ramen (just enough to get a little bit of that MSG). Microwave it for like three minutes. 
Somebody used to put cheese in there or something like that, but I never really did it. You can try 
it though. 
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BBQ Chicken

• Pre-Cooked rotisserie chicken
• Barbecue sauce
• Hot sauce
• Honey
• Sazón 
• Adobo

Open the rotisserie chicken and put it off to the side. In a separate bowl, mix the barbecue sauce, 
hot sauce, Sazón, and Adobo. Add the chicken to the mixture and blend it all together. Microwave 
it for three minutes. Take it out and add some honey to it. Put it back in for another minute or two. 

Baked Seafood And Vegetables

• Canned salmon
• Canned jack mackerel
• Canned vegetables
• Butter
• Sazón
• Garlic powder
• Onion powder
• Salt
• Pepper

Take all of the seafood out of the cans, wash and drain them (be gentle with that jack mack and 
take the bones out the salmon). Mix the seafood carefully with Sazón, garlic powder, onion pow-
der, and a lot of pepper. Put some butter in the microwave for 50 seconds. Pour the melted butter 
over the seafood and mix. Butter the toaster oven tray, and lay the seafood across the tray. Bake for 
30-40 minutes in the toaster oven. Open the can of vegetables, wash and drain them. Add them to 
a bowl and sprinkle salt. I don’t really like seasoning my vegetables. I like them to taste fresh. Put 
the in the microwave for like 2-3 minutes (do this when you know you only have a few minutes left 
on the seafood. Take both dishes out, and on a plate put the vegetables and the seafood over them.
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Salmon With Mushrooms and Peas

• Rasta Sauce
• Canned salmon
• Can of mushrooms
• Can of peas
• Onions
• Butter (one individual packet)
• Salt

Open the canned salmon and rinse it, removing the bones. Chop the onions. Butter the toaster 
oven tray and add the salmon with the onions. Cook it well in the toaster (like 25-30 minutes). In 
a separate bowl of the Rasta Sauce, add a can of drained mushrooms and a can of drained peas and 
mix it in. Microwave the sauce for 15-20 minutes. Take it out and pour it over the salmon. Serve 
with rice.

Buffalo Fried Chicken

• Banquet fried chicken
• Hot ass buffalo sauce
• Butter

They got boxes of fried chicken up there in commissary called Banquet. The whole state got 
the same chicken in their commissaries. You can get a rotisserie chicken in a package. Like on 
Thanksgiving, a lot of the inmates’ families can bring big ass turkeys and all that. It has to be pre-
cooked, though. Everything has to be pre-cooked. Even if you get meats or something, it can’t be 
raw. There’s no freezer, so you can’t freeze anything. You have to keep a bucket of ice in your cell, 
and if you want it cold, you gotta keep it on ice. They got an ice machine in the dorm, so you just 
gotta fill up your bucket and put it in your cell. Then the next day when it melts, put some fresh ice 
on it again. I never froze anything, so if I bought it frozen at commissary, I cooked it that day. For 
this recipe, you cook the chicken in the microwave according to the box. Then you mix on the hot 
ass buffalo sauce recipe. Butter the toaster oven tray and lay the pieces of chicken. Cook for a few 
minutes. Take the chicken out, and add some more hot ass buffalo sauce.

Curry Chicken

• Curry gravy
• Canned chicken (or canned salmon)
• Butter

After you prepare the curry gravy, take the chicken (or salmon) from the can and wash and drain it 
(bones out of the salmon). Butter the toaster oven tray and lay the chicken on the tray with a little 
butter. Heat the curry gravy in the microwave. Add the chicken to the gravy and put it back in the 
microwave for a few minutes.
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Honey Chicken & Sausage

• Banquet fried chicken
• Canned sausage
• Honey
• Butter
• Salt

Take the banquet fried chicken and cook it in the microwave with the instructions on the box. 
Open the canned sausage, rinse and drain it. Slice it with the top of the can. When the chicken 
is done, remove it from the bone. Put it in a dish together. Microwave some butter for like 45 
seconds. Mix the butter into the chicken and sausage, along with honey and salt. Butter the toaster 
oven tray and lay the chicken and sausage mix on the tray and cook it until it looks glazed. Take it 
out and add a little more honey and salt.

Blazin’ Salmon

• Rice
• Canned salmon
• Onions
• Hot ass buffalo sauce
• Butter

Boil a bag of microwavable rice. Clean the salmon off with water and remove the bones. Dice some 
onions. Butter the toaster oven tray, lay the salmon out in little strips. Season it up with P’s ramen 
seasoning, Sazón, and Adobo. Put a bunch of onions around it, add more butter, and add a little 
bit of water so it doesn’t dry up. Throw it in the toaster oven on high and just let it cook for like 40 
minutes. Then you just keep watching it, and after it’s finished cooking and it’s real brown, then 
put the hot ass buffalo sauce on it. Put it back in there, and let the buffalo sauce caramelize with 
the onions. Serve over the rice.
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Fake Ass Pad Thai

• Ramen noodles
• Canned chicken
• Canned mixed vegetables
• Peanut butter
• Liquid eggs
• P’s Ramen seasoning

Take the ramen packet, and add water. Open the canned chicken and drain it. Chop it up with the 
top of the can (it comes like tuna, but still make it smaller). Throw the chicken in the water with 
the ramen. Open the canned mixed vegetables, rinse and drain them. Add that to the mix. Add 
some of P’s ramen seasoning and a SMALL amount of the seasoning packet that comes with the 
ramen (just enough to get a little bit of that MSG). Microwave it for like three minutes. Drain the 
water from the mix, but not all of it. Add the peanut butter to the noodles mixture. Cook a small 
amount of the liquid eggs in the microwave and then throw them in there too. Add some hot sauce 
if you want.

P’s Slammin’ Salmon Spaghetti

• Spaghetti
• Canned salmon
• Tomato sauce in a can
• Sazón
• Green peas
• Mushrooms
• Onions
• Garlic
• Butter
• Parmesan cheese
• Hot sauce
• Salt
• Pepper
• Sugar

Take the salmon in a can, clean it off with water and take the bones off or whatever. Chop the 
onions and garlic with the top of a can. Butter the toaster oven tray, then lay out the little pieces 
of fish and put a lot of Sazón on and cover it all until it looked almost like a red piece of fish. Add 
some onions. Then let it cook, almost until well done, like 30-40 minutes, until a little crispy. Boil 
a bowl of water in the microwave for like a minute. Add some salt and then the spaghetti and put 
it back in the microwave for like four minutes. Make the sauce separately. Take the tomato sauce, 
and put a little Sazón, pepper, green peas, mushrooms, and onions in there and mix it with some 
parmesan cheese and a sprinkle of sugar and dabs of hot sauce. Drain the pasta and add a little 
butter to loosen it up. Microwave the sauce for like two minutes. In a separate bowl, put the pasta 
in, then put the sauce on top and then the take the pieces of salmon on top of the sauce with the 
caramelized onions. That shit is so good, yo. 
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P’s Barbecue Salmon

• Rice
• Canned salmon
• Onions
• Barbecue sauce
• Hot sauce
• Parmesan cheese
• Butter
• P’s Ramen seasoning
• Sazón 
• Adobo

Boil a bag of microwavable rice. Clean the salmon off with water and remove the bones. Dice 
some onions. In a separate dish, mix the barbecue sauce with hot sauce and some parmesan 
cheese. Butter the toaster oven tray, lay the salmon out in little strips. Season it up with P’s ramen 
seasoning, Sazón, and Adobo. Put a bunch of onions around it, add more butter, and add a little 
bit of water so it doesn’t dry up. Throw it in the toaster oven on high and just let it cook for like 40 
minutes. Then you just keep watching it, and after it’s finished cooking and it’s real brown, then 
put the barbecue sauce on it. Put it back in there, and let the barbecue sauce caramelize with the 
onions. Serve over the rice.

Black Eyed P’s

• Canned black eyed peas
• Butter
• Salt
• Pepper

My theory on black-eyed peas is to keep it simple. Open the can of peas, wash and drain them in 
a bowl, and while they’re still a little wet, sprinkle some salt and pepper over them to taste. Throw 
some individual butter packets in the bowl with the peas, and microwave them for like 45 seconds. 
Open the microwave and stir the mixture. Put them back in for like another 30 seconds. Take them 
out and sprinkle more salt and pepper.
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P’s Spicy Seafood

• Rice
• Canned calamari
• Canned octopus
• Onions
• Barbecue sauce
• Hot sauce
• Parmesan cheese
• Butter
• P’s Ramen seasoning
• Sazón 
• Adobo

This is similar to the Barbecue Salmon recipe, but don’t overcook the seafood or else it’ll taste like 
rubber. Boil a bag of microwavable rice. Drain the octopus and calamari from their cans and chop 
them up. Dice some onions. In a separate dish, mix the barbecue sauce with hot sauce and some 
parmesan cheese. Butter the toaster oven tray, lay the seafood out evenly. Season it up with P’s 
ramen seasoning, Sazón, and Adobo. Put a bunch of onions around it, add more butter, and add a 
little bit of water so it doesn’t dry up. Throw it in the toaster oven and keep watching it. Don’t let it 
get too brown (you can tell by the color of the onions) so maybe 30 minutes, then put the barbecue 
sauce on it. Put it back in there, and let the barbecue sauce caramelize with the onions. Serve over 
the rice.

Vegetable Fried Rice

• Rice
• Canned mixed vegetables
• Onions
• Liquid eggs
• Butter
• Hot sauce

Boil the bag of microwavable rice. Mix in a lot of butter. Open the can of mixed vegetables and 
drain it. Chop up some onions. Mix it in with the rice. Butter the toaster oven tray (more than 
usual). Put it in the toaster oven for like 30 minutes. Every five minutes, stir the rice and put it back 
in. You just gotta look at it and watch it. When it starts getting brown, make sure it doesn’t burn 
and stick to the pan. Halfway through, pour a little of the liquid egg in there and stir it around with 
it. Keep an eye out on until it’s all golden brown. Serve with some hot sauce. I remember one night 
I was doing it and it was taking mad long, and all the other inmates was mad as hell because they 
wanted to cook they food and I was sitting there making fried rice. Mad good though.
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Good Shit Seafood

• Rasta Sauce
• Canned calamari
• Canned octopus
• Can of peas
• Onions
• Butter (one individual packet)
• Salt

Drain the octopus and calamari from their cans and chop them up. Dice some onions. In a separate 
bowl of the Rasta Sauce, add a can of drained peas and mix it in. Butter the toaster oven tray, lay 
the seafood out evenly. Put a bunch of onions around it, add more butter, and add a little bit of 
water so it doesn’t dry up plus some salt. Throw it in the toaster oven and keep watching it. Don’t 
let it get too cooked or else it will taste like rubber. Then put the Rasta sauce on it. Put it back in 
there, and let it heat a little longer. Take it out and serve with rice.

Vegetarian Curry

• Curry gravy
• Rice
• Canned vegetables
• Butter

Boil rice in the microwaveable bag. After you prepare the curry gravy, open the canned vegetables 
and rinse and drain them. Mix them together. Heat the curry gravy mixture in the microwave with 
a packet of butter. Pour it over rice.

Scrambled Eggs n’ P’s

• Liquid eggs
• Canned peas
• Butter
• Salt
• Pepper
• Hot sauce

Take the liquid eggs and pour them in a bowl. Open the canned peas and rinse and drain them. 
Add them to the eggs with salt and pepper. If you want to add some sliced canned sausage here, 
you can, but I didn’t always do that. Butter the toaster oven tray a lot and pour the egg mixture in. 
Let it cook in the toaster oven. Every few minutes, you just keep mixing it on the tray. Then put it 
back in. It’s like frying it. Do that until the eggs are cooked to your liking. Add some hot sauce if 
you want.
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Kicked Up Jack Mack

• Rice
• Canned jack mackerel
• Onions
• Barbecue sauce
• Hot sauce
• Parmesan cheese
• Butter
• P’s Ramen seasoning
• Sazón 
• Adobo

Boil a bag of microwavable rice. Clean the jack mack off with water. Be real gentle or else that shit 
will fall apart. Dice some onions. In a separate dish, mix the barbecue sauce with hot sauce and 
some parmesan cheese. Butter the toaster oven tray, lay the jack mack gently out in little strips. 
Season it up with P’s ramen seasoning, Sazón, and Adobo. Put a bunch of onions around it, add 
more butter, and add a little bit of water so it doesn’t dry up. Throw it in the toaster oven on high 
and just let it cook for maybe 30 minutes. Then you just keep watching it, and after it’s finished 
cooking and it’s real brown, then put the barbecue sauce on it. Put it back in there, and let the 
barbecue sauce caramelize with the onions. Serve over the rice.

Sweet As Fuck Yams

• Canned yams
• Honey
• Butter
• Salt

The canned yams they had at commissary weren’t like the ones at a soul food restaurant, so you 
had to make it as best as you could. Open the can of yams and pour them into a bowl. Mix mad 
sugar onto them and a sprinkle of salt. Throw some individual butter packets in the bowl with the 
yams, and microwave them for like 90 seconds. Open the microwave and stir the mixture. Put 
them back in for like another 45 seconds. Take them out and drizzle honey over them.
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P’s Pineapple Chicken Salad (Back when I had fruit cups)

• Canned chicken
• Pineapple fruit cups
• Onions
• Mayonnaise
• Salt

Open the canned chicken and drain it. Put it in a bowl. Open the pineapple fruit cups and drain 
them. Chop up the pineapples and the onions. Add them to the chicken salad with some salt. Then 
add the mayonnaise. I made this a few times and then the connect stopped sending fruit cups so 
fuck it.

Garlic Bacon Grilled Cheese

• White bread
• American Cheese
• Pre-Cooked Bacon
• Butter
• Garlic Powder

I didn’t make too many sandwiches except for peanut butter and jelly. I used to eat that all the 
time when I wanted a fast meal, but this right here is a recipe for another sandwich with those 
pre-cooked packs of bacon they sold in commissary. I remember on the outside some people was 
like, “Yo P did you make grilled cheese with a paper bag and an iron in prison?” I was like, “Yo we 
ain’t even have an iron for our uniform. How the fuck you think I had one for a sandwich?” Nah, 
this one was made in a toaster. Take the white bread and put it in the bread toaster oven, lightly 
toasting it. Mix some garlic powder with butter. Take it out and butter the tops and bottoms of 
both slices of bread with the garlic butter. Add the cheese and bacon between the buttered toasted 
bread slices. Butter the toaster oven tray and add the sandwich. Toast it until it starts looking 
brown, flipping it once. Don’t take it out until the cheese looks good and melted.
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P’s Clean Hands Sweet Potato Pie

• Graham crackers
• Canned yams
• Sugar
• Honey
• Butter (five or six individual packets)

Crush up the graham crackers until there’s no big chunks. Take the butter and melt it for 30 seconds. 
Mix it with the crushed graham crackers until it’s like a rough paste. Spread it on the toaster oven 
tray and cook it for like five minutes. Take the yams out of the can (with the juice) and pour them 
into a bowl. Add some sugar and a little honey and mash them all together. Put the mash in the 
microwave for like a minute to soften it, and add a little butter. Mix it again. Pour the filling over 
the graham cracker crust and put it back in the toaster oven for like 25 minutes. Eyeball it to see if 
you need more time. 

The Illest Antipasto Platter

• Gourmet cold cuts
• Good cheese
• Olives
• Pickled vegetables
• Marinated vegetables
• Dried fruits
• Crackers

After the chief introduced me to antipasto, I started realizing that I ate that more than once. So 
eating it there and at other restaurants and with my Italian friends, my favorite one has all different 
shit in it. Italian cold cuts like prosciutto are rolled in it (I don’t really fuck with pork, but some 
people love that), salami, and ham. Then cheeses like mozzarella, provolone, and more fancy shit 
get thrown in—sometimes rolled from slices, other times in chunks. Then you got your olives in 
their own pile, the marinated and pickled vegetables get they own shine and you toss some dried 
fruits like apricots and apples in the little corners to fill in any gaps. It looks like art and if you have 
enough dudes in the room, it’ll be gone in 10 minutes.
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P’s Don’t Try This At Home Prison Surprise 

• Ramen noodles
• Doritos (you could also substitute with Cheez-Its or sliced cheese)
• Jack Mack (tuna works fine too)
• Hot sauce

Open the can of Jack Mack, and rinse the fish off gently. Take a bowl of water and microwave it for 
a minute. Throw in ramen noodles and stir it. Grab the chips and crush them up until they’re a fine 
powder and mix them in with cooked ramen noodles. It’ll make like a cheese sauce. Throw in the 
Jack Mack, and then you eat it. Good luck, yo.

P’s Jail Break 

• Ramen noodles
• Doritos (you could also substitute with Cheez-Its or sliced cheese)
• Canned Sausage
• Hot sauce

Break is like a classic prison meal, and it’s almost like Prison Surprise but it’s the jack mack in 
Prison Surprise that fucks it up for everyone. Break isn’t so bad, but I still don’t mess with it like 
that. Open the canned sausage, drain and slice it. Take a bowl of water and microwave it for a 
minute. Throw in ramen noodles and stir it. Grab the chips and crush them up until they’re a fine 
powder and mix them in with cooked ramen noodles. It’ll make like a cheese sauce. Throw in 
sausage slices, and then eat it.

P’s Prison Sangria

• Apples
• Oranges
• Mixed fruit cups
• Bread
• Ketchup
• Sugar

Take a big ass sealable bag and add chopped oranges, apples and the mixed fruit cups. Add some 
water to the bag and a slice of bread. Mash it together until it looks fucking disgusting. Seal the 
bag. Boil some water in a bowl in the microwave and sit the bag in the bowl. Wrap that hot ass bag 
in a t-shirt and hide it. After a few days, the bag should start blowing up, which means there’s gas in 
there and it’s becoming liquor. Open the bag a little and add some ketchup and a ton of sugar. Do 
the hot water thing again. Keep doing that shit every day for like a week. Then it should be done. 
The longer you keep that, the more fucked up you’ll get on the Hooch. It smells fucking disgusting, 
just so you know.
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P’s Fire Wrap

• Ramen noodles
• Bagged cheese chips (like Doritos, Fritos or Cheetos)
• Canned sausages
• Hot sauce

Boil the ramen noodles in water, but overcook them until they’re mushy but still have a shape. 
Mash up the chips until they’re like a powder and put them back in their bag. Slice up the canned 
sausages and dump them and the ramen into that same bag. Boil water in the microwave and add 
it into the bag, but don’t fill it, just cover the food. Fold the bag over and wrap it up into a shape 
like a burrito. Wrap it up in a t-shirt and leave it for like twenty minutes. Unwrap it gently and add 
hot sauce. 

H.N.I.Chi-Chi

• Ramen noodles
• Canned sausages
• Pre-cooked chili package
• Hot Ass Buffalo Sauce

Chi-Chi is a staple in a lot of prisons. The mix doesn’t seem so bad until the ramen comes into play. 
I would make this without the ramen and throw it on some rice instead, but let’s make it authentic 
here. Boil a bowl of water in the microwave. Break up all the ramen noodles while they’re dry 
and put them in the bowl of boiling water. Slice the sausages and mix them together with the 
chili package and add the Hot Ass Buffalo Sauce. Put that in the microwave. While that’s cooking, 
strain the ramen noodle bits. Put all that shit all together in a sealable bag and mash it all together. 
Fucking disgusting yo.

BBQ Chili Pie

• Bagged corn chips
• Bagged BBQ potato chips
• Cheese
• Pre-cooked chili package
• Hot Ass Buffalo Sauce

I never understood the point of this one. They called it a “pie” but most of the time it wasn’t no 
crust. You could mash up the corn chips and add water to make a crust in the toaster oven, but if 
you really trying to keep it G with these prison meals then you ain’t have that kind of time for all 
that. So take a plate and break up the corn chips and BBQ potato chips (not into a powder, but 
like a fake ass crust). Throw some cheese slices on it and microwave for like 20 seconds to melt the 
cheese. Put that shit to the side and take the chili and mix with the Hot Ass Buffalo Sauce. Heat that 
up in the microwave and then add it to the cheese and chips. Put a few more slices of cheese on it 
and put it back in the microwave for a few more seconds to melt the cheese on top. There’s your pie.
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